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About us mostly consists of the

information about you & your

practice, treatments and the

medical field you are specialized in,

and a brief academic background.

The contact us page is an important

part of a website as it has the

details related to your

clinic/hospital address and

contact details. Also, there should

be a highlighted Emergency Contact

Number in case of emergency, 

  An attractive and customized

Website is the most essential

necessity for a doctor as it has

information about you and your

practice with a detailed description

of your treatment and Services. SEO

optimized Website with relevant

keywords will help you and your

website appear on the 1st page of

google if someone searches for the

treatment or clinical service you

provide.

if a person looking for treatments

and Clinical services provided by

you and comes across your

website and immediately wants to

book an appointment then, there

should be an appointment

link/option on the pages as it is a

hot lead and a prospective patient.
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Patients testimonial are very

important for any doctor, as it not

only builds the brand but also

influences other people in making

a decision if they are suffering

from the same medical condition

and have any doubts or second

thoughts.

This is one of the best ways to

market your Clinic or Hospital as

there are many events or health

check-up drives that happen in

your vicinity or clinic. A short post

of the upcoming Events or Health

check-up camps can be shared on

your Social media or website will

help in generating Walk-ins and

new patients.

 Google Reviews and Ratings help

in ranking your practice and also

improve your Google listing.

Positive Google Ratings and

Reviews can also be used on Social

Media Pages and websites. Google

Reviews and Ratings are

considered authentic and

authorized.
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FAQs or Frequently Asked

Questions page is mostly ignored

by most of the practitioners, but

these pages are the most visited

and most engaging pages on a

website as it can be used to give

basic knowledge to the patients

about the queries related to your

particular ailments.

 Content and Blogs play a vital role

in the optimization of your website.

Your blogs should include the

keywords related to your clinical

practice and treatment and it

should be engaging and related to

your field of expertise.
Newsletters are the add-on

information or knowledge you

want to share with your current

patients or prospective patients.

Newsletters can be shared

through emails and also on the

website. Newsletters mostly

consist of success stories, New

Technologies in your field, or any

relevant updates.
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Google Map Location integration

has become a must for any

product or service and especially

for Doctors. Once the patient

clicks on the map link on the

website or google listing or

address link on Social Media page,

it directly Updates and shows the

route to your clinic/hospital

from the patient’s current

location

There are more than 2.40 Billion

people on Facebook alone and this

is just 1 Socia Media site. Likewise,

there are multiple Social media

platforms that help you spread

awareness on virtual space

across the world without

restriction and helps in

connecting with the potential

patients and engaging with them.
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The most important thing to be

included on a website is a lead form

that will help you in collecting

some information about prospective

patients so that you can contact

the person for an appointment, a

reminder for his visits, for email

campaigns, sending newsletters,

etc.
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Google listings are very important

as people tend to search for

queries related to products or

services on Google. The service-

related queries mostly include

the keyword “near me” and if you

are a Practitioner and you are

listed on google

then there is a high chance you

will appear on the 1st page for the

query “Doctors near me”.

Everything is getting Digitalized

nowadays and during the pandemic,

most people have shifted to digital

payment and you can collect

payment from your patients

through the website when they are

booking an appointment. This will

ensure the patients honor their

appointment time and also helps

you in planning your schedule

accordingly.

Directory Listings are as

important as Google listings.

Directories like JustDial, Suleka,

yellow pages, etc. have a list of

services and it helps you in

building a multiple contact

channel and helps in creating

backlinks for your Website, Social

Media page, etc.
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